
 

Rebel Heart is sure to pull you in and keep you intrigued with their unique blend of Modern / Contemporary Country.  

These incredibly talented and seasoned musicians have catapulted themselves to a professional level that keeps the 

clients asking for more. 

Rebel Heart has played 350+ Shows and their original song “Find Me A Man” has found it’s way into thousands of 

Family, Friends & Fan’s hearts, and has become an instant hit. 

Rebel Heart is fast becoming a household name her in Southern California as they have opened for many artist’s to 

include “Dan Hicks and his Hot Licks”, “ Kenny Wayne Shepherd”, “Dwight Yoakim”,  “The Gaitlin Brothers”, ” The 

Marshall Tucker Band”,  “The Blues Travelers” & “Lonestar”.  Rebel Heart has played Laughlin Freedom Festival 2 

years in a row with the headliner Kid Rock playing at the stage across the street, and hired again in 2019.                                                               

Rebel Heart is having a blast playing more corporate and Casino Shows!!                                                           

They also have a plethora of Charity and non-profit events under their belt. 

Rebel Heart has a timely change over, set up & tear down.  They are always kind, considerate and respectful to their 

sound and stage personnel.  Rebel Heart puts on a high energy show bringing everyone out of their seats and on the 

dancefloor.  Their excellent musicianship shines both on and off stage, as they are great friends and have created a 

special “Band Family” feel. They have a big fan base with loyal followers. 

The heart of the band is their rich and infectious vocal sound with impeccable 3 part harmonies, never using tracks or 

vocal enhancers, which has set them apart from the rest.  They pride themselves on their vocals, which they are 

known for, and dedicate a lot of time and energy into it.  Everyone leaves a show feeling like they’ve gained a new set 

of friends with REBEL HEART.  Our fans are the most important and we strive to make them happy! 

There are a lot of changes happening with Rebel Heart and they welcome it with open arms. With change comes 

growth and they look forward to new and exciting things to come !!!! 

 


